Humorous Sketches Satyrical Strokes Attic Observations
pictoon: a personalized image-based cartoon system - cartoons are humorous, satirical, and at times
opinionated. drawing cartoons is, however, not easy. only Ã¢ÂˆÂ—visiting from artiÃ¯Â¬Â•cial intelligence and
robotics lab, xiÃ¢Â€Â™an jiao-tong university, china those well-trained artists possess the great skill to do it
well. re-cently, many technologies have been developed to make it possible for a skilled cartoonist to work
entirely on the computer ... museum museums Ã¢ÂˆÂ’ the world inside s the world inside - icom - there is
almost no publication, conference or newsletter without his sketches, ... museums: the world inside geir helgen,
museums and humour. a caricature is a visual work of art that portrays typical characteristics of a person, state or
an event in an exaggerated and distorted manner. this unique artistic language has been used since the beginnings
of art. for example, the great masters ... a structural study on the image of the turk in the british ... preliminary sketches illustrate simple methods on how to change faces without making them unrecognizable using
what kind of linear strokes (gombrich, 1938: 319-42). the emergence of the caricature as a genre gives an idea
about its most basic characteristic: there is a certain limit of estrangement from the reality it represents; humour
feeds on the reality. the caricatures studied in the ... selections of graphic works by gavarni (french, 1804-1866)
- here he made sketches of the surrounding countryside and local inhabitants, between 1824 and 1828, while
employed in the office of a local inspector-geometrician. before devoting the major part of his artistic career to the
medium of lithography in 1838, gavarni studied calculus and mathematics working for an architect and maker of
precision instruments. his work and interest in this area ...
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